Bali to Bairnsdale Alignment – Google Earth
Body Chakras

Image sourced from Lanzarote Information

The body chakras are various focal points in the subtle body used in a variety of ancient
meditation practices. Traditionally the chakras formed part of Hinduism, Chinese Taoism as
well as Japanese and Tibetan Buddhism. The belief that there is a transfer of psychic energy
through the subtle body chakras has been adopted by many practitioners of new age medicine
in the west. These teachings focus on a link between the physical body and the subtle body.
They focus on energy rather than the physical body. We can think of the chakras - the subtle
body – as the energy that makes the body go. It is the fuel for your car – it is that property we
call life.
In the human body the chakras are arranged in a column along the spinal cord. It is believed
these body chakras, the crown, third eye, throat, heart, solar plexus, sacral and base chakras;
are interconnected by channels through which subtle energy flows.
It is also thought that earth is a living entity with chakra points and energy grids. In 1967 Robert
Coon identified what he claimed are the geographic locations of the earth’s chakras. These are
Mt Kailas in Tibet the Crown, no fixed location the Third Eye (currently at Glastonbury in
England), The Great Pyramid in Egypt the Throat, Glastonbury the Heart, Uluru in Australia
the Solar Plexus, Lake Titicaca in Peru the Sacral and Mt Shasta in California the Base Chakras.
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Robert Coon’s Earth Energy Grid and Chakras

Image sourced from the Spirit Science

The Robert Coon Earth Chakras are interconnected by two energy lines; (i.e. the Female Great
Dragon Line and Male Great Dragon Line) that circle the earth. Note above how the Female
Great Dragon Line, after intersecting Uluru, passes through central and south eastern Australia.
This energy line we call the Bali to Bairnsdale Alignment and it is discussed in more detail
later in this article.
Proponents of an earth’s energy grid hold that our planet is a living and breathing system. And
like all living entities it channels energy from one place to another. Sites where energy is
received are called chakra points and they are often located at places of historical, spiritual or
geographical significance. Like circulating blood in our bodies the earth channels energy away
from specific locations. Places where energy flows out are called vortices. Energy is
transmitted and received along ley lines that connect earth’s energy fields. The transfer of
energy along ley lines attempts to balance and harmonise earth’s energy grid.
The belief that our planet is a living system is ubiquitous in ancient theology. Our ancestors
believed in the transfer of energy between places of spiritual significance. They told of dragon
lines, energy lines, fairy paths, ley lines, song lines and conceptualised energy transfers in a
myriad of forms.
There are numerous places around the world where sites of historical or geological significance
appear to be aligned. See the Saint Michael and Saint Mary Alignment in the United Kingdom
and the Apollo – Athena Energy Line in Europe next page.
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Saint Michael and Saint Mary Alignment in the United Kingdom

Image sourced from Bigthink dot com

The Apollo – Athena Energy Line that crosses Europe

Image sourced from landandspirit dot net
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The image below left shows an energy line running from Teotihuacan in Mexico to Baalbak in
Lebanon. And below right we see the same energy line passes through the United States cities
of Washington DC, Baltimore, Philadelphia, New York and Boston – before crossing the
Atlantic Ocean and connecting with Stone Henge in the United Kingdom.

Images above from thenarrowgateweb dot com – notations be Robert Jameson

There have been numerous attempts to map the earth energy grid. Husband and wife team
Professors William Becker and Bethe Hagens have tried to understand the geometric structure
of our planet by synthesising the broadest possible range of source material. Hence their 1984
Becker and Hagens Planetary Grid is regarded as one of the most authoritative by researches
in this area.

The Becker-Hagens Grid

Image sourced from Cristalinks dot com
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The below illustration by Simon E. Davies shows 38 sites from around the world, of historical,
spiritual and cultural significance, that fall on the Becker and Hagens energy grid lines.

Image sourced from Simon E.Davies

Again we note a number of lines on the Becker-Hagens Grid intersect Australia – The Becker
and Hagens Grid 44 is just a few kilometres south east of the geological phenomenon called
Wilpena Pound in South Australia.

Wilpena Pound

Image sourced from Adelaide Now
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In 1981 Russian engineers Valery Makarov and Vyacheslav Morozov published an article titled
"In The Earth's Crystal Rays." Based on many years of research, Makarov and Morozov
concluded that the Earth grid emanates from a central, crystalline core.

Earth’s Crystal Rays

Image sourced from spiritofmaat dot com

Note again how Makarov and Morozovs’ Crystal Rays has an energy line running north-south
through central Australia.
I discovered another interesting method for plotting earth’s energy grid on the Pearls of War
website where an unknown researcher, known only by the alias Atom, maps the world grid
using the Golden Ratio and three of the Platonic Solids; the dodecahedron, the icosahedron and
the icosadodecahedron.

Pearls of War Geomantic Earth Grid
Quoting from Pearls of War:
I proposed that the structure of this regularity was informed by the fractal based geometry of
the Golden Triangle; also known as the Golden Mean.
By placing a Golden Triangle over the nation of India, and aligning the phi devisor with the
Himalayan Mountain Range, I was able to produce a Great Circle, which passed through
Kabul, skirted the South Coast of the United Kingdom and traversed the hot spot from which
the Hawaiian Islands were created. These four correspondences are very telling, I feel. After
this I plotted the next phi devisor of the triangle by merely inverting the first. Now I had a
mathematical basis on which to tether my Earth Grid.
I would like to bring to your attention the distinct double helix nature of these two reference
lines, as it applies to the structure of DNA (dioxyribo nucleic acid).
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Earth’s Grid based on Golden Ratio

Continuing to quote from Pearls of War:
All the maps, you are about to see, are Mercator projections of polyhedral nets. These are quite
troublesome to create, and while there may be some discrepancies – for example in the phi
reference lines – I have at all times attempted to correct these within the Grid itself.
The three separate Earth Grids, as based on Plato’s evolving forms, are described below.

Earth’s Grid based on Dodecahedron

The dodecahedron (12) net, which represents the accumulation of knowledge i.e. power.
This is how the Earth grid appeared in Plato’s time.
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Earth’s Grid based on the Icosahedral

The icosahedral (20) net; this corresponds to the Platonic form of ethical living standards
(justice/morality). This is how the Earth grid will appear sometime around the year 4371.

Earth’s Grid based on the Icosadodecahedral

The icosadodecahedral (30) net, as it should appear in the year 2012. It represents the
cross over between the two Platonic forms.
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Earth’s Grid with Platonic Solids layered

Finally we have all three Platonic Solids layered.
Robert Coon’s Energy Grid, Becker and Hagens Grid and Makarov and Morozovs’ Crystal
Rays, all have energy lines intersecting central Australia. And the four systems for mapping
the Earth’s Energy Grid proposed by Pearls of War; (i.e. the grids based on the Golden Ratio,
the dodecahedron, the icosahedral and the icosadodecahedral) all have energy lines intersecting
central Australia.
Returning to Robert Coon’s Earth Energy Grid and Chakras:

Image sourced from the Spirit Science
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Above we see the Female Great Dragon line passes through Lake Titicaca, Glastonbury, Mt
Kailas, The Four Mountains of Bali and Uluru. Also see below edited image showing the
Robert Coon Female Great Dragon line from Mount Agung in Bali to Uluru in Australia. Note
how this line, after passing through Uluru, runs across the southern and south eastern parts of
the Australian continent.

Having observed so many energy lines passing through central and south eastern Australia; and
noting that many places of spiritual significance are located in strait lines, I was keen to
discover whether the South Australian Wilpena Pound is aligned with Mt Agung and Uluru.
Wanting to answer this question; I purchased a map with Bali (Indonesia) in the top left corner.
Starting from Mt Agung in Bali I drew a straight line through Uluru and continued the line
across the Australian continent.
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To my absolute amazement; not only is Wilpena Pound on the line, but so are numerous other
places of geographical, cultural and spiritual significance – all near perfectly aligned.
Given this line starts at Mt Agung in Bali, and leaves the Australian Continent near Bairnsdale
in Victoria, I now call the line the Bali to Bairnsdale Alignment.

The Bali to Bairnsdale Alignment

To better illustrate the significance of this alignment let us look at it on Google Earth.

Bali to Bairnsdale Alignment on Google Earth – (Google Maps)
People can try this for themselves. Open up Google Maps ( https://maps.google.com.au/ ). Zoom
out over Australia until you can see the island of Bali (Indonesia) – see below.
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Now zoom in over Bali and click on Mount Agung.

Next click on ‘Measure distance’ - then find Bairnsdale in south eastern Victoria, Australia.
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Click on Bairnsdale and you will have a straight line running from Mt Agung to Bairnsdale –
the distance being 4,595 kilometres.

Having plotted the Bali to Bairnsdale Alignment we can now look more closely at the many
places it intersects.
Leaving Bali, and crossing the Indian Ocean, the line enters the Australian Continent at Pender
Bay. Pender Bay is west of King Sound in Western Australia and is 1,200 klms from Mount
Agung in Bali.

Zooming in we see Beagle Bay south west of Pender Bay in Western Australia. East of the line
is King Sound and the town of Derby.
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Zooming in even closer we see the line intersects the Goombaragin Eco Resort and the
Gurrbalgun Aboriginal Community. This part of the Australian Continent has a semi-arid
climate with a variable wet season lasting from December to March.

Inland from Pender Bay the line crosses the Great Sandy Desert.
Just over 1,800 klms from Bali (600 klms from Pender Bay) the line passes by Helena Spring
(refer image next page). We earlier noted (above) how the Goombaragin Eco Resort and the
Gurrbalgun Aboriginal Community are exactly on the line – yet Helena Spring is about 40 klms
south east of the line. Many have suggested the earth’s energy lines are not perfectly straight
and to some extent will snake slightly from side to side. It is also likely the Robert Coon Great
Dragon lines are not concentrated on a narrow trajectory – rather the energy lines that circle
the earth are 50 to 60 klms wide.
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Zooming out on the above image we see the two closest reading to Helena Spring are 1,800
and 1,900 klms (100 klms distance between these readings). Thus we can see Helena Spring is
about 40 klms south west of the line. Helena Spring is not a town or an Aboriginal Community.
It is generally the only thing marked on a map in this south eastern part of the Great Sandy
Desert. So is Helena Spring on the Bali to Bairnsdale Alignment? We let the reader decide.
2,500 klms from Bali (1,300 klms from Pender Bay) we come to the remarkable Australian
land formation, Uluru

Uluru – Northern Territory

Below we have zoomed in on Google Maps with the distance between the closest readings to
Uluru (2,500 and 2,510) – these measurements being only 10 klms apart. Thus Uuru is only
about 10 klms south west of the line, Yulara Resort about 8 klms and The Olgas about 30 klms
from the line.
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Note again the red soil indicating a very low rainfall in this part of central Australia. There are
few identified places of significance, apart from sites illustrated above, to be seen on road maps
or on Google Maps, in this very remote area of the Australian Continent.
A short distance north of the Northern Territory/South Australian border is the small settlement
of Mulga Park. Mulga park is about 10 klms south west of the line.

Mulga Park is located just off the Gunbarrel Highway in the southwest of the Northern
Territory. As you can see from the Google image below it is more like a homestead that a town
or a village.
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A few kilometres south of the Northern Territory/South Australian border is the world’s largest
gravity warp. This subterranean anomaly is so great it actually causes a noticeable difference
in the weight of an object; (i.e. an object will weigh more if weighed over the gravity warp than
when it is weighed elsewhere). The gravity warp (called the Woodroffe Thrust-Mann Fault) is
caused by the upward movement of earth’s mantle. The northward and southward compacting
has pushed the mantle 30 klms closer to the surface than it would normally be (see below).
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The Woodroffe Thrust-Mann Fault intersects the line just a few kilometres east of Mount
Woodroffe, the highest point in South Australia

Below we have zoomed in on the Aboriginal Community of Pukatja (formerly known as
Ernabella Mission). Pukatja is 2,660 klms from Bali – or 1,460 klms from Pender Bay. The
distance between our readings on Google Maps is only 2 klms. Thus we see this community,
which is the administrative headquarters of the Pitjantjatjara Yankunytjatjara Aboriginal
Homelands, is about 8 klms south west of the line.

Mintaby Opal Field is 2,825 klms from Bali (1,620 klms from Pender Bay) and is about 10
klms south west of the line.
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Cadney Homestead is probably less than one kilometre from the line. These days Cadney
Homestead serves as a roadhouse stop on the Stuart Hwy. The Stuart Hwy is the main highway
running south to north through the centre of the Australian Continent linking Adelaide with
Darwin.

Below we see the line passes by the opal mining town of Coober Pedy. We have zoomed out
for this image with our Google readings being 3,050 and 3,100 klms from Bali (1,850 from
Pender Bay). The distances between our readings is 50 klms with Coober Pedy being about 45
klms south west of the line. As we can see from the Google Map there has been, in ancient
times, a large wash-away east of Coober Pedy. This has meant the layer of opal bearing
sandstone that has produced the opal is no longer there – with most of the opals from Coober
Pedy being mined south and west of the town.
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While the line appears to miss Coober Pedy there is an interesting geographical formation
situated in the wash away slightly east of the line.

Zooming in again, with Google readings being 5 klms apart, this geological anomaly is only a
couple of kilometres from the line. The anomaly is circular and has a diameter of about 5 klms.

At 3,320 klms from Bali (2,120 klms from Pender Bay) the line passes between Olympic Dam
Mine and Andamooka Opal Mine – and about 15 klms north east of the mining town of Roxby
Downs.
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Olympic Dam is a large underground mine located in South Australia, 550 kilometres north
north-west of Adelaide. It is a large poly-metallic underground mine producing gold and silver;
it is also the fourth largest copper deposit and the largest known single deposit of uranium in
the world.
3,510 klms from Bali (2,310 from Pender Bay) the line passes over the Southern Wilpena
Pound Range.

Wilpena Pound

Image sourced from Adelaide Now

Wilpena Pound is a natural amphitheatre located 429 kilometres north of Adelaide in the heart
of the Flinders Ranges National Park. It is 80 square kilometres in area with St Mary Peak
being the highest point in the Flinders Ranges.
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Following we see the line intersect the junction of the Murray and Darling Rivers at Wentworth
and the junction of the Murray and Goulburn Rivers near Echuca. The city of Shepparton (on
the Goulburn River) is also intersected by the line. For this image we have zoomed out with
our Google readings being 100 klms apart (the first reading being 4,000 klms from Bali or
2,800 klms from Pender Bay). The distance between Wentworth and Shepparton is 400 klms.
Unlike the barren location shown on many of the earlier maps the area between Wentworth and
Shepparton is part of the Australian Riverland and is sometimes referred to as the Food Bowl
of Australia. As it is located in the south eastern part of the Australian Continent it receives
higher rainfall than central Australia. And much of the area seen on this map benefits from
irrigation from the Murray, Darling and Goulburn Rivers.
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The Darling, Murray and Goulburn Rivers above have been highlighted in blue for easier
viewing.
We have zoomed in below to better illustrate the precise intersection of the line with the
junction of the Murray and Darling Rivers at Wentworth.

And following we again see the line precisely intersecting the junction of the Murray and
Goulburn Rivers near the city of Echuca.

Below we see how the Goulburn River flows just a few kilometres north east of the line with
the city of Shepparton being where the river again intersects the energy line.
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Passing through the Australian Great Dividing Range the line intersects the southern most part
of Violet Town.

At 4,470 klms from Bali (3,270 klms from Pender Bay) the line passes about 4 kilometres north
east of Mount Buller.
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The Google Maps image below shows the Bali to Bairnsdale Alignment terminating at the city
of Bairnsdale.

The line however, part of the Robert Coon Female Great Dragon Line, will continue its journey
across the Gippsland Lakes, into Bass Strait and to other chakra points around the world.

Robert Coon’s Earth Energy Grid and Chakras

Image sourced from the Spirit Science
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So what does it all mean?
Given the number of aligned places between Pender Bay and Bairnsdale it would seem the
formation, and location, of earth’s geographical features are not purely random processes. It is
of course difficult to accept the idea that there is a mysterious force that will determent the flow
of rivers and where mountains exist.
We know however the planets and stars are not scattered about randomly. We are told the
universe is held together by gravity but this is certainly not the whole story. Surely we must
ask; what is it that rotates earth on its axis every 24 hours - causes our planet to orbit the sun
every 365 days and the moon to orbit earth every 28 days? It is not possible for gravity to do
this. Gravity is an attractive force. If we drop a ball it will, in the absence of any other force,
fall in a straight line towards earth. We do not expect a falling object to suddenly start spinning
on its axis - or deviate from the most direct course between earth and itself - for no apparent
reason.
Like the energy that precisely structures the universe – we claim there is an energy force that
orders the geographical features of earth.
Sir Fred Hoyle, British astronomer and mathematician believed the universe was a ‘put up job’.
He is quoted as saying:
Would you not say to yourself, some super-calculating intellect must have designed the
properties of the carbon atom, otherwise the chance of my finding such an atom through
the blind forces of nature would be utterly minuscule. A common sense interpretation
of the facts suggests that a super-intellect has monkeyed with physics, as well as with
chemistry and biology, and that there are no blind forces worth speaking about in
nature. The numbers one calculates from the facts seem to me so overwhelming as to
put this conclusion almost beyond question.
If a super-intellect has monkeyed with physics, as well as with chemistry and biology; then
might it have also monkeyed with the geological structure of planet earth?
Robert Jameson
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